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ERP: The Dynamics of Supply Chain and Process Management is a complete updating and 

expansion of Avraham Shtub’s award-winning 1999 text Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP): 

The Dynamics of Operations Management. New chapters, written together with his co-author 

Reuven Karni, cover enterprise process modeling; design of business processes; a complete 

revision of the original chapter on the integrated order-fulfillment process using ERP; business 

process management; business process improvement; and a new appendix on simulating 

process life cycles: using serious games as teaching aids, along with a complete description of 

and instructions for using the CD containing MERP
TM

 – a Dynamic Case Study Simulator 

(DCSS
TM

) from MBE Simulations Ltd. 

MERP
TM

 is designed to facilitate the teaching of integrated operations of a business 

organization with a focus on corporate performance management. It reflects a fully live 

environment and allows students to participate in a virtual organization made real and dynamic 

as minute-by-minute business events and conditions unfold. 

This book is ideal for use in academic and executive programs aimed at teaching students how 

integrated systems work. It is suitable as a textbook for the basic MBA Operations 

Management course or as a text for courses on ERP systems and the development of business 

processes. In an industrial engineering program it could serve to give students their first, and 

perhaps only, introduction to business issues like market demand and supplier relationships. 

Contents: Preface.- Introduction.- Organizations and organizational structures.- Enterprise proces modeling.- 

Information and its use.- Marketing considerations.- Purchasing, outsourcing and inventory management.- 

Scheduling.- Design of business processes.- The integrated order-fulfillment process using MRP.- The integrated 

order-fulfillment using ERP.- Teaching and training integrated production and order management.- Business 

process management.- Business process improvement.- Appendix: Simulating process life cycles. 
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